
SESG Summary and conclusion

24-11-2022 @ USN Kongsberg

2pm – 5pm



SESG numbers and data

• SESG facilitators: 2

• Coffee with cookies available: Yes 

• Duration: 3 hours

• Participants: ~60 (people from industry and 
academia, including SESG facilitators)

• Presentations: 3

• Presenters: 3 (2 from an acquisition organization, 
1 from a supplier, 1 from USN)

• Workshop groups: 10 (4-6 people in each group)

• Posters with group feedback
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SESG event 24th November, 2022, 14:00-17:00

Title: How to be a customer in relation to SE efforts? How does SE 

support acquisition?

Brief description:

The customer that is buying or outsourcing the development of a solution feels responsible for the "upper" part of the V-model, 

leaving the responsibility for the bottom part of the V-model to the solution supplier. Where should the interface be between 

customer and supplier? How much should each party understand the other party's side? How is the interaction between both 

parties?“

Speakers:

• Simon Løkja Følling, Supplier perspective

• Sidsel W. Storaas

• Jo Gravås and Ingeborg Ø. Garen, NDMA as acquisition Organization



Initiating questions for group work

How Much Ownership (responsibility, pro-activeness) do 
you want Suppliers to take?

Do you have exampls of this interface between acquirer & 

supplier? How do they cope with the overlap?

Next slides show the flips of the breakout teams











Gerrit’s Conclusion(s)

Ownership of all parties in the value chain is essential. Ownership implies responsibility and 

proactiveness. The asymmetric relation between acquirer and suppliers often triggers a 

reduction in ownership: “We do what you ask us” rather than “We do what fits the needs”. This 

pattern reinforces itself over time.

A more gradual process of tendering helps with early verification and validation of the design 

and specification. Challenge is to fulfil regulations for a level playing field, while building a 

relation with sufficient overlap between acquisition and supplier. And a challenge is the trust

and managing confidentiality and sensitivity of some knowledge.

Acquisition organizations (and supplier organizations internally) have to manage more 

knowledge transitions (filters), e.g. from actual users (maintenance, operators) to acquisition 

staff. Each transition is a risk for definition and validation.
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